**Regents’ Laws and Policies Review**

**TRIAGE FORM**

**Reviewer:** Leonard Dinegar  
**Functional Area:** Chief of Staff/President

**Regent Law or Policy:** 13-B: Intercollegiate Athletics Policy

**Proposed Action:**

- [x] **KEEP**
- [ ] As is…
- [ ] Cleanup Only
- [x] Revise
- [ ] Consolidate w/ ____________________________
- [ ] Move to _________________________________
- [ ] Other: __________________________________

- [ ] **ELIMINATE**

**Reason for Proposed Action:** We recommend striking the background/information parts and focus on just the authority for the each campus to support athletics and the responsibilities of each Chancellor regarding the oversight and management of the programs.

**Who needs to be engaged in this action?** Campus Chiefs of Staff.

**Other Comments/Feedback:**

---

(DRAFT)